181 Waterman Street
Marietta, GA 30060

TENSTEP LICENSE AND DEPLOYMENT ADVANTAGE
Project management methodologies provide a framework that allows teams to successfully
manage and execute projects. Few organizations view the creation, update and maintenance of
a project management methodology as one of their core business competencies. Using the
TenStep process allows your company to outsource the creation of a methodology, freeing up
your people to work on providing value to your clients. Licensing of the TenStep process is also
much less expensive than having internal resources build and maintain an internal project
management methodology for your organization.
While there are a myriad number of options for deploying methodology, one thing is clear –
there is more to it than just providing training. Implementing a methodology requires that
people change how they are doing their job. This means that the deployment effort should be
seen as a culture change initiative. You need a holistic, multi-faceted approach to be successful.
This multi-faceted approach is defined on the Deployment Strategy and Deployment Plan. Once
you license the TenStep Project Management Process, let us help you create an actionable
Deployment Plan in a focused, time-boxed, one-week engagement. We have the expertise to
help you create a Deployment Strategy and Deployment Plan that is right for you.
The TenStep, Inc. License and Deployment Advantage includes:
•

A TenStep Project Management Process company license

•

A Current State Assessment of your capabilities

•

A Future State Analysis of where you want to be

•

A Deployment Strategy for getting you to the future state

•

A more detailed Deployment Plan that describes the details required to get you to the
future state

In addition, we can also manage and help you staff the subsequent Deployment Project.

DEPLOYING A METHODOLOGY IS NOT A TRIVIAL AFFAIR. IF YOU ARE REALLY SERIOUS ABOUT
YOUR ORGANIZATION ADOPTING THE NEW METHODOLOGY, YOU MUST DEFINE AND PLAN A
PROJECT MANAGEMENT DEPLOYMENT PROJECT.
WE’VE DONE IT BEFORE AND WE CAN HELP YOU GET THERE. MAKE SURE YOU DON’T MISS AN
IMPORTANT STEP IN THE JOURNEY.

(877) 536 8434

(770) 795 9097

www.tenstep.com
admin@tenstep.com

